**ABOUT US**

**Opus Novo** is a start-up company from Graz. We are manufacturer of the digital care assistant **ELLY**, which is a multifunctional luminaire for elderly people and their caregivers. An individually adjustable orientation light makes people’s nocturnal ways safer and gives them more orientation during the night. Furthermore, ELLY sends the bed exit signal to the caregivers by communicating with an app and thereby relieves relatives and caregivers massively. More information: [www.opus-novo.com](http://www.opus-novo.com)

**YOUR TASKS**
- app programming for iOS and Android (**Front-End**)
- improvement and further development of existing app
- interface programming between hardware and software-app
- participation in R&D activities, independent problem solving
- independent decision-making and finding ideas

**YOUR SKILLS**
- relevant education or training (HTL, studies, ...)
- experiences in app development (especially iOS)
- programming skills (e.g. Java, C#, Kotlin, Swift, ...)
- independent working, entrepreneurial thinking
- willingness to take responsibility

**OUR OFFER**
- home office
- remote work
- part time or full time
- flexible working hours
- min. 2.400 € gross per month
- promotion prospects
- make decisions by your own
- working with external mentors

**YOUR APPLICATION**

We are looking forward to receive your application at: frankl@opus-novo.com

[www.opus-novo.com](http://www.opus-novo.com)